
















 Wdy houses, the
 target of 
criticism since
 1987 when 
they first 
sprouted 
around  San 
Jose State 
University,






















 to 15th 
Streets. 
will













Department  of 
Social 
Welfare 









1. But Goveia, 






granted  a 
reprieve  until 
July 1. 
But for Goveia, 








 than two 
persons
 to a 
room. 
 Daily 









Development  of a 
burial  plan 
with each resident. 
 A surgeon




 code is set up 




He said the 
code was not 
only  dif-
ficult to meet 
in its demands but 
also  
in what it opposed.
 
The 
regulations  decribe 
people not 
desirable  as 
residents
 and states: 
 Anyone 
requiring
 special care 
Wednesday, 







incompatible  with 
others. 
"What has all
 this to do with us?" 
asked Goveia. "I cannot understand 
the inappropriateness of people in 
government to wreck what they en-
couraged. 
"They ask us to 
produce  an effec-
tive, viable program that deviates
 
from medical
 model then lay on us 
this heavy medical model." 
Goveia added the regulations can 
be fatal to programs 
nationally.  He 
pointed out they have tripled in four 
years in places like Palo Alto 
and  San 
Mateo  county without the licensing 
regulations. 
If the regulations are met, the 
numbers in the 
homes  would be cut in 
half. 
"Where do they go?" asked
 Goveia. 
"In the street? Back to 
Napa  State 
Hospital? 
"I can't beleive Reagan wants these 
extra costs for the taxpayer. They 
ask us to provide a service at 
one -
fifth the cost of government services 
then attach on this license." 
Goveia claimed he has a mandate 
under the Shore Doyle Act (the 
Mental Health Act) 
to provide 
clinical services at a saving to the 
taxpayer.  
Insisting  he had no objection to 
licensing. Goveia said 
the 
regulations must be realistic to the 
mentally ill. He pointed the the rule 
calling for organized recreation. 
"This is the worst possible thing 
for our residents. Our theme is self -















By BRAD BOLLINGER 
A temporary restraining order was 
issued late Monday halting the 
walkout of stationary 
workers  at San 
Jose Hospital who intended to honor 
the picket lines of the hospital em-
ployees seeking union representation 
with the Hospital Workers Local 250. 
AFL-CIO.  
The Stationary Engineers Local 39. 
AFL -C10, which
 represents 29 hos-
pital maintenance workers, voted to 
walk off the job at 4 p.m. Monday in 
support of the 500 service 
employees
 
on strike for union representation. 
But a restraining order was sought 
by Anthony Anastasi, attorney for 
the Santa Clara County Association 
of Hospitals, on grounds that the 
Local 39 contract
 with San lose Hos-
pital does not allow "lockouts." 
The restraining 
order, issued by 
Santa Clara Superior 
Court Judge 
Homer B. 
Thompson,  said that the 
stationary union's 
walkout  was in 
violation of its 






tative for local 39, said that the con-
tract did have 
provisions  against 




 was not on strike but 
was simply 
supporting  a picket line 
of a fellow AFL-CIO member. 
"They 
(San  Jose Hospital) have 
this whole 
thing  backwards," 
declared Bemis, "we
 are members of a 
labor movement. we are 





 that some of the 
maintenance
 workers did not show 
up for work today
















 Universities and 
Colleges  




legislative proposal to do away with 
mandatory student body service
 fees. 
In a three day conference
 in 
Sacramento ending Friday, academic 
senators from each of the state 
colleges and universities voted to op-
pose Assembly Bill 159. A.B. 159 
specifically prohibits any state 
college and university student body 
elective from seeking
 mandatory 



























































































an induction order. 
On 
that  
note,  U.S. 













 and Rut 




Backers of the bill 
believe the 
present system of mandatory 
fees
 
forces students to 
support many 
instructional 
and  other academic 
programs.
 
Friday's contingent of academic 
senators, including 
Dr. Leo Gainor of 
San Jose State University's Elemen-
tary 
Education
 Department, moved 
to 
oppose  
this legislation and 
to 
further communicate this view 
to the 
state 
assembly, the state senate and
 
to 
















































governed  fees and 
the first step to 
the  









 fund a category 
labeled 
material




 association fee of 
$10; 
a College Union
 fee of $10; and a 





resolution in Thursday's 
session  
authorizing the CSUC
 Trustees to 
retain the policy 
of allocating travel 
expenses
 to student representatives. 
Students attending special meetings 
and related educational functions 
would continue to be 
subsidized  for 
their expenses if such allowances 
were "actual and necessary." 
These proposals, including af-









and grievance standards, were to 
have 
been
 reported on at Monday 
afternoon's
 campus faculty academic 
senate meeting.
 
jority are on the 
job. He said that a 
skeleton crew was doing the work. 
Anastasi added that no one at this 
point had been fired but that if 
workers continue to fail to report for 
work they will be replaced. 
A court hearing 
to obtain a 
preliminary 
injunction,  the next step 
up from a temporary
 restraining 
order, will 
be held at 8:45 a.m. on 










"lhe Student Union Board of 
Governors has approved 
the renewal 
of he A.S.Print Shop and Spartan 
Travel Mart 
leases.  
The A.S. Print Shop pays $100 per 
month rent, and renews its lease from 
year
 to year. The lease expired 
January
 1. 
Manger George Watts indicated he 
wants renewal on the same basis as 
the previous lease. 
According
 to board 
members, 
Watts  aspires 
to expand 
the print 






 of the considerations that 
may evolve 
from the Brickner report,  






The  Spartan 
Travel  Mart 
the  lease 
of 
which  expired 
Dec. 31 was
 ap-
proved by the 











 the new lease 
to continue with present rent of $210 
per month. 
'Ron 
Barrett, Student Union direc-
tor, said the Travel Mart's lease 




was to be installed, but it was 
not possible, and consequently
 it was 
forgotten  because the 
Associated 
Students Business
 Office made 
tickets 











discussing burial plans 
when our residents






half way houses 
must  tall under the 
category  of board and 
care  homes, so 
the regulations
 according to 
the code 
must be met. 
Paramount
 in the controversy
 is 
space
 per resident. 
This is a touchy 
area with Social
 Services but is even 




Goveia pointed out the homes are 
old mansions which 
once belonged to 
the wealthy. The rooms are as large 
as 300 square feet
 which house four 
people  with ease. 
"This is ideal for our 
com-
munication emphasis." said Goveia. 
"which is designed to produce certain 
results." 
He said the
 most valuable thing he 
had going was four people in a room. 
This creates conversation 
and 
interrelationships essential to men-
tal health. "When only two people are 
ins
 room it 
is too easy to withdraw," 
he said. 
Goveia 
pointed to another 
dangersexual
 deviance. 
"This is too important to ignore. 
Two 
people will often engage
 in 
dexual deviant behavior and serious 
sexual panic can be the 
result.  
"This can be very 
intense. With 
more people in a room this seldom oc-
curs." 
All the facilities operate under a 
"life management" approach 
where 
the activities of each household are 
seen as the content of therapy. 
Eating, grooming, cleaning house 
and helping prepare meals, job hun-
ting and formulating plans for the 
future are the business at hand. 
Goveia says "Our goal is to help 
people learn to live with their lives in 
the community, vocationally, finan-
cially,  socially and 
emotionally.  We 
don't cure anyone, they manage 
t heinsi.IVPS... 
Ate
 110 SO ill a thew, 
We don't 
know what your 
sick behavior is, but 
in 
terms of how society sees
 you, 
your behavior is sick. II you 
keep it 
up someone will 




 work the hell out
 of them to 
help




 is no vacation and tell him 
the expectation is 
for him to get out of 
his 
own  skin." 
Two of the homes are for 
adolescents and Goveia manitains 
more 
residents are coming in at a 
younger age. 
If 
the regulations are 
met, some of 
these  may 
suffer




 young carry this
 all their 
lives,"
 said Goveia, 
"and many of 
them suffer




This view is 







University  who 
had 
himself 
committed  to a 
mental  
institution








 is judged 
insane." 
He claimed there is a "pervasive 
depersonalization and helplessness" 
that afflicts patients in the hospital. 
Goveia insists the halfway house -
experience from three to six months 










halfway houses, out patient 
clinics,  
and small local hospitals are the 
answer to the shutdown of the state 
mental hospital system.
 
"In the face 
of all of this, and in the 
recognition by the 
American 
Psychiatric 
Association's award last 
year, it seems 
ridiculous  to have to 
fight these 
regulations,"  Goveia said. 
He and his aids are preparing a 
critique on the Social 
Service
 Code to 
be presented in Sacramento. 
Bicyclists tend to be 














 belief that 
A.S. Council 
could be 
swayed  to 
Pres.  Dinnis 
King's 
position 












































He pointed out 
big businesses have 
reserve
 of at least 
$25,000  but 
King  new 
minimum  is 
set,
 it will 
also
 many 



























































































deleted,  and that 
strict  rules be 
set
 "We don't 




the fund can be 
used. 
:: 
the A.S. and 
that the many variables 
in a big firm's expenses and income 
makes a large reserve necessary. 
"Our only 
significant  variable  is 
the number of 
students  who buy A.S. 
cards,"
 King explained. 
Included in 
King's proposed budget 
for 1973-74 is a 
contingency  fund 
which
 he said could be used for un-
forseen expenses which don't 
merit 
being taken from 























 and it's one























sharing"  by 
King,  is a 



































for  it." 










begin,  and 
the idea 




 to the 
council,  
which  must 
approve
 the money 
needed.  
King estimates current student
 
participation in student elections at 
between seven and 11 per cent. His 
goal for turn -out with the one vote, 






 anis and 
entertainment  
through  a "Fair 
Share  





 also if 
King's







would  be eligible 
fora grant 
or underwrite
 (the money 
would 
have to 
be paid back) 
to better its 
own programs or present
 an activity 
for
 the entire campus by 
requesting it 
from the
 Fair Share Board.
 
King 
hopes the $20.000 
fund  will 
cut down on 
the  number of groups 
coming to the A.S. council 
requesting  
money and 





"I don't want it to 
be
 a basket of 
money  just there to 
begrabbed."  King 
said. "It's 
















































































































































































































































































 with a 
proposal to divide 
San  lose into 
12 









 this districting plan 
may 
prove
 to be unwieldy with the
 es-
tablishment of a 13
-member  
council,
 the concept 
should
 not  be 
avoided
 or negated completely.
 
For 
example,  a plan 
suggested
 
by Mayor Norman 




 a reduction from 12 
to seven districts and 
protective  





 disclosure of 
cam-
paign 






 of at -large 





members  during the 
early  1900's 
but increased
 expansion in 
the  
size of both the city's 
population 
and  geography 
cries













 study and 
institute districting
 in our city. 
To us, districting presents
 the 
most effective 
solution for equal 
















out,  Right on 










dicen que no 
yos  
nosotros
 decimos que si, porque 
ya bast a con el borlote que se 
mantiene por
 aqui. But like the 
song
 goes we have only just 
begun and we are not 
even going 
to wait to see the  white of their 
eyes. Bueno baste 
con eso porque 
Si se me pasa la mano quien sabe, 
si hasta 
me
 quieran colgar. 
Escuchen todos, there is going 
to be a 
no host fund raiser 
Cocktail Party. It will be held at 
416 N. 1st. St. It is being given by 
Manuel Lerma and Bob Martinez. 
The
 party is for Al Garza and 
Silvia Serna. It will take place 
between 5 and 8:30 p.m. So come 
one 
and come all pare que les 
demos nuestro 
apollo a estas 
personas.  
Parties, 
gatherings,  and such 
you want to do a little 
of
 each but 
not too much.
 Pues dig this. This 
Friday at the OIC
 there is going to 
be on "gran 
baile"  sponsored by 
Chicanos Poi. La 
Gente. It is $1.50 
stag and $2.50 
drag. Tambien 
quiero recordarles que 
next 
Wednesday 
night  at the Coffee 
House 
there  is going to be a 
grand 
happening.  First of all
 the action 
will  start at around 
7:00  p.m. The 
music will be 





good, so if you 
get  a chance make 
it on down 
there.  There will 
also 
be some 
people that will 
be 
registering  all those 
that  have not 
yet  registered. 














todos  los 
que 
quieran ir y 
la mejor parte 
de 
todo 







here you have 
a person that needs
 












 for the 
Campbell  Union 





help  and those
 that are 




But  if you 
really 









The  time 
of that 
meeting
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tion at the Coffee 
House.  The 23 of 
March
 the Coffee House 
will
 be 
open  to Chicanos. 
That  night 
MECHA will have
 it for the night. 
As of now 
bands are still being 
checked out. 
So
 keep this in mind 
and also on 
your  calendars. 
Because that 
night va haber un 
poquito de todo. 
For the 
benefit to those that 
were not at the 
unscheduled 
meeting over at the
 Daily office. 
There  was a good size 
crowd that 
went over and discussed
 a couple 
of 
overlooked  points. Not all was 
taken care
 of with the exception 
of the issue that was at hand. Nos 
escucharon pero 
cuanto  se les 
quedo, quien sabe.
 Nomas quireo 
decir que 
todo estuvo muy 
pacifico no hobo mucho 
borlote.  




 nuestra paciencia 
nos aquante tanto tiempo para 
esperar.  This brings me to the 
next thing that I was going to 
mention. If you want to find out 
more on the incident make it to 
the MECHA 
meeting, y alli se 
daran cuenta de todo. 
Guest  loom 
Daily








 In Survival  
11.1111.1.
 41.11.11111111.6.1. 
High  risk 









 than 10,000 
cases of 
iceberg  lettuce 
from the 





destroyed  by 



























approved  its continued 
use
 on other 
vegetables.  Though 
the ban is 
certainly
 warranted, it 
does  not go far 






 the EPA 
should have put a 








Waldie,  D -
Calif. has




 it (Monitor -4) has not been 
totally banned
 means that farm 
workers in the 
fields,




treated  produce in the 
supermarket, must
 continue to 




 the risks  are high in 
using
 a chemical about which 
very little is known. Such is the 
case with 
Monitor -4. It is a 
relatively new pesticide and no 
comprehensive  research as to its 
possible effects had been done 
before it was put on the market. 
Monitor -4 belongs to the family 
of pesticides known as organo 
phosphates. They are being used 
more and more in agriculture to 
replace chlorinated 
hydrocarbons such as DDT 
because
 they break down faster. 
However 
organo phosphates are 
more toxic and dangerous than 
chlorinated hydrocarbons. 
Organo phosphates were first 
developed by Germany during 





 as pesticides work in 
much the
 same manner as the
 
nerve 
gases  used in war. 
The 
target  of the organo phos-
phate pesticide is the nervous 
system, both 
in insects and 
human 
beings.
 They work by 
des-
troying 
enzymes which perform 
an essential function in the
 body. 
In humans, repeated exposure 
to these chemicals can lower the 
level of an important protective 
enzyme to 
the point where the in-
dividual reaches the
 brink of 
acute poisoning. The individual
 
can be pushed over this brink by a 

























Watergate  and Pentagon
 Papers 






 for revealing 
what  
some 
imagined  Administration 
demon would rather cover up.
 
Neglected  is the news media's 
recent 
record of gross irres-
ponsibility in its
 collective use of 
confidential  
sources.
 As any 
rookie
 reporter ought
 to know, 
but as 








can find a confidential 
source 





 someone with 
a 
personal












 he can 
and will 
state  plenty of 
'news,'  
often without 

























reporter  and 
public;
 for the 
public not 
only has a right 
to 
know, but a 
right  to know just 
precisely who and what tells
 
them what
 they 'know.' "Con-




unless  that 
the  
reporter  forget how to 
spell his 
source's name. 
Can a reporter find "open"
 
sources often 






however, because of govenmental 
secrecy, but rather because the 
press
 itself, by overuse of the con-
fidential cloak, has spoiled all 
sources, both official and 
clandestine.
 Why should a petty 
bureaucrat or minor 
staff officer 
risk position by allowing
 use of 
his identity when the press is so 
willing to shield him? 
And  why, 
again, 
should he worry overmuch 
about 
truth?  




accept "off-the-record,"  
confidential
 statements in 
all 
save genuine 
life -and -death 
situations,  chances are 
excellent 
that  though source volume 
shrinks, source
 accuracy will 
multiply 
manifold.  Even petty 
bureaucrats 
and minor staff of-
ficers will 
stand up for truth if 
the  














































that  I've 
never  had 
to 
take 




































































































































































hope  for 
the best.
 
The  EPA 
is not
 living








































































 that they 









 to melt. 





























 To make 
this
 accusation






the position, whether excellent or 
not, of Whites. To say that a bank 
teller was hired under the quota 
system simply because he or she 
is a member of a minority group is 







person  as well as 
those of the 




















there  is a least one
 
qualified 
minority  person 
to 
fulfill it. 
Don't  fool 






 criticism of 
this system contends that it is 
discriminatory.  All decisions
 are 
discriminatory.  The 
argument
 
that it is discriminatory 
specifically against Whites is a 
myth. 
This
 is evident by the fact 
that the gap 
between Black and 








 to equalize 
op-
portunities. 
Look at any 
business 




I have yet to 























days  are here again 
and  
it's 


































The  noon 
bells  provide

























































earmuffs.  I 
would  
suggest







 the above 
statement  as a 
war














There are few things better
 
than 
kicking back between 
classes, basking
 in the warm San 






















































print  upon 
you. 








































































































































































































who  are 
ignorant












know.  The 
reason  this 
is so is 
because
 of the allocation
 of costs. 
On what 






example,  a bookstore




expenses (rent, sales 
girls, salaries, maintenance, and 
administrative  
expenses  are 
only 
a 
few.) These have to be allocated 
to 
the  separate departments in 
the book store. How they will be 
allocated is dependent on what 
the
 management wants to say. An 
example of this is if the manager 
wants to 
make
 the public think he 
is losing 
















 there are presently 
130 to 140 active strikers 
representing several hundred 
workers ins strike against LaVic-
toria, a strawberry company. 
They are striking to renegotiate a 
contract calling 
for pesticide 
protection, health and welfare 
benefits, 
better
 wages and job 
security. 
A contract,
 which was signed 
in 1970, expired 
in November, 
1972, and the 
companies
 refuse to 
negotiate  because 
they
 don't 
want the workers to have any 
say-so over their 
working con-




-interests.  The strikers have 
now been on strike 
for  one and 
one-half months to two 
months 
and foresee another couple of 
months 
before  the companies sit 
down to negotiate. 
These workers have 
families 
and very little income,
 yet
 are 
willing to struggle 
against  and 
overcome 
these  social injustices 













San  Francisco 
State and city 
colleges along witht 
he 
com-








































































































Compiled from The 
Associated  Press 










11.5.  Magistrate  Court. 
john
 Marshall. 21, was placed on
 $15000
 bond and his brother 
I 
vrone.  18,
 was held in 
lieu  of $50,000 bond. A third defendant. 
Derick Holloway. 18. was placed on
 
$10,000 bond. 
rhe three were charged with armed robbery and violating a 
1971 law making it a federal crime to attack a member of 
t.iinstress.
 
Sen. Stennis was shot twice Ian. 30 after parking his car out
-
sole
 his home in Washington. After lingering near death for 







 on the road 
to full recovery. 
l'he three men were arrested Monday night following an 
inten-
sive
 investigation by the FBI. A 
preliminary hearing for the men 





SACRAMENTOGov.  Reagan announced yesterday
 he 
would
 not run for a third 
term
 as governor or run for the
 U.S. 
Senate in 1974. The decisions 






candidate  in 1978. 
 
am personally not 
attracted
 to the idea of participating in a 
legislative  body alter having held 
an executive position," Gov. 
Reagan said. He failed to comment
 on his presidential candidacy, 
saying it was too 
early  to speculate who might



















careers  should be 
prepared 
to
 enter a very 
competitive job 
market, at 
least until the next decade,
 ac-
cording to 
Marian  Winters, 









sociation (NEM statistics 
showing that teacher unem-
ployment has doubled since 





"Due to a surplus in teacher 
candidates, only the 
highly 
qualified 
are being hired. 
Schools
 don't want applicants 
Who are merely adequate." she
 
said. 
"Today. teaching is not for 





 thinks he 






 didn't foresee 
any immediate change in this
 
situation.
 "NEA and 
Department  of Labor 
statistics  
indicate the




continue  into the 
next decade," she said.  
"Districts 
are choosing can-
didates with a 
combination
 of 
talents, such as those who can 
both teach 
and coach, and 
those with a 
major -minor con-
bination, such 
as math and 
physics,"  she added. 
She listed
 the bilingual and 
bicultural areas as having the 
greatest 
demand  for teachers 
today, followed by instruction
 
of the mentally retarded and 
physically
 handicapped, 






teachers  are 
also needed to 
achieve a balance between 
females in the grammar school 
systems." 





 according to 
Mrs. Winters, are the large 
metropolitan sections. 
She believed job 
seekers
 
will find the going difficult in 
the fields of English and social 
studies, "the No. 1 area of 
over
-supply





 number of college 
educated people. budgetary
 
problems of many 
schools, and 
a decline in the number of 
elementary school students
 
were blamed by Mrs. Winters 
for the crisis in teacher jobs.
 
"Due 
to the lack of funds, 
many schools have had to cut 
programs. The population 
control









 resclt of 
this 
problem, 
the  teaching profes-
sion will be 
upgraded,
 and the 
teacher





will  be eliminated." 







By LAMM HURT 
Were 












 State University's 
New  
College, worked
 with New Life 
Vocations  tor more than a 
year. 








 on Ninth 
Street. 
closed last month. 
-Career 
Placement made the 
arbitrary decision 
to close us 
down." Hodges said. He added 














everything we did when they 

























 a stall 














number  six, 















1971 by Jim Zurr and 
jim Baldridge. 
Its  purpose was 
to help 
students  find an 




'Alley  fought 
hard
 to get an 
office 
for New Lite," Hodges
 
said.  
Zurr and Baltiridge 
originally began working 
with  
New Ole 
from  the Career 
Placement Center. Both were 
graduate students un 
the work 





 When they 
left the program. Hodges took 
over.  
He
 was on the work study 
program 




 or eight months 
we did everything out of our 
own
 energies." 
Hodges  said. 
He
 added Career Placement
 
never  put any energy into Nev, 
Lite. "for 
they assumed I 
would 
do everything out ol the 














By BARBARA FRENCH 
"Give us a call sometime.' 
The phrase,
 coined as an 
advertising gimmick by San 
Jose State University's In-
formation Center, was viewed 
as an example of exploiting 
women to sell a product by 
members of the San lose 
Women's Center. 
In an informal meeting last 
Thursday. International 
Women's Day. nine members 







Center met together in the
 
basement headquarters of the 
Women's
 Center, Ninth and 
San Carlos streets. 
Their purpose was to hear 
each other's 
views  on the 
advertising cards being dis-
tributed this year 
by the In-
formation Center. 
The cards, available in a 
wallet size and a 
larger pin-up 
size,  display a picture of five 
women in low-cut evening 
dresses,  
gathered in a bar, 
smoking and drinking. Under 
the picture are 
the words 
"Give us a call sometime,"
 the 
locations of the two campus 




picture, taken out of an 
advertisement
 in Art Form 
magazine, was used because 
"it was attractive and caught 
our eye," said Claudia Bon-





Members of the Women's
 
Center. on the other hand, said 
that they were tired of seeing 
women's 
bodies used to sell a 
product.  
"Our prime 
objection,"  said 
Pat Hansen, member of the 
center. 
"is that there is too 
much sexist advertising." 
"'rhere are more creative 
ways to sell something than 
through 












"It is a take off on 
the  kind of 
situation
 that we are working 
with." said
 Debbie Wigely. 
lull -time employee
 of the In-
formation center






waiting at the 






visitor  at the Women's Center 
and an employee
 of Focus on 
Media. "the job of 
the in-
formation
 center is to give in-
formationyou're













attention,"  said 
Ms. Bonsignou. "We haven't 
nad any obscene phone 
calls 
that would imply that people 
are 
taking




 "just took it for 
what  it 
was."  
But we are 
complaining
 so 
there must be others 
who are 
upset, said one 
Women's  
Center member. 
Many of the 
feminists  felt 
that the picture 
portrayed  the 








 Frito Bandito 
was  
a 
slap  in the face 
to the 
Chicano." 
said Ms. Grewal. 
"this 
is a slap in the
 face to 
women." 
"I claret feel 








 Center employee, 
added. 
"We're
 sorry that you 
are offended but 
what  is done 
is done."
 
"The past is 
dead," agreed 
Millie Perez,  
a community 
member of the 
Women's 
Center, "what I'm interested
 in 
is the future and 
how we can 
work toward positive goals." 
rhis was only a one time 
thing," stated Ms. 
Bradley.  
"we're not going
 to use it again 
because we change each 
year.
 
With that the meeting was 
unofficially over as the five In-
formation Center women 
began to 
get up. "I don't really 















































































job interviews today and 














Alumni returning from the 







 per student on 
the liret  
sign-up  clay. Each 
student
 is 






tor each interview 
prior to 
registration. 
new services to the students. 
If the 
cost
 of ground beef 





in the cafeteria would 
probably  stop buying if the 
cost of 
hamburgers  rose ac-
cordingly. 
To 
prevent this from 
happening.  Wineroth opened a 
gardening stand in the 
bookstore this week. The 
stand has 
books  on gardening, 
hanging
 plants. flower and 
vegetable  seeds 
and  planter 
kits.  
The 
planter  kits are a 
terrarium kit 
and a herb kit. 
Each includes
 directions on 
cars and 
maintenance
 of the 
plants to be used. 
Wineroth 
said  this is 
only  
the beginning of 
his plans. 
Later in the 
spring  he intends 
to 
have a number of sandwich 
and cold drink carts operating 
dor the convenience of 
students. 
Each 
of these operations, 
Wioneroth said, will lower the 
overhead incurred in 
more  
expensive
 areas such as the 
cat  et eri a. 
one of them said. 
Originally 















is a last resort 


















Money  tor 




 Boni the 
Associated 
Students. 












"The  Needle's Eye" by 
Margaret  Drabble will be 
reviewed during today's 
faculty book talk by Dr.
 Selma 
Burkom, lecturer
 in Tutorials. 
Book talks 
are  held every 
Wednesday  at 
12:30  in Room A 





































 from 1 to 
4 p.m. in 
Building  Q 4 on 
Ninth Street, 
is 





















here next  week
 
William Farr, 
recently  jailed 
news  reporter 
from  the Los 
Angeles





















Three cash prizes will 
hi 
awarded for essays
 and othe 
papers by the Association
 o 








planning  to 
publish a booklet on "the con-
tribution
 of foreign  students to 
their 
universities  and colleges 
and to 











 of the booklet 
will be sent to winning 
authors. 
First prize will be 
$100;  
second
-S75; and third -$5o 
The papers 
should  be 
typewritten and must not
 
exceed
 1,000 words. 
Deadline for entries is April
 
IS.
 Entries are to be 
sent 




































































I hursday, March 22 at the lit i 
LI* Sweden
 Restaurant. 
Cocktails are at 6 p.m. and 









Farr was jailed recently for 
over 40 days when he refused 
to 
reveal  the sources
 
of a story 
lie wrote on the Charles Man-
son trial. He would 
have  
remained in jail lor contempt 
it
 court  charges
 had he not 
been released 
by Supreme 
Court justice William 0. 
Douglas. 
The newsman is now 
lecutring all over the country 
in favor the shield laws now 
proposed to protect journalis-
tic sources. 
All students are invited to 
the dinner. 'rickets are 
available from journalism
 
students and in the Spartan 
Daily 




















vacated  b% 
Ron 
Bergman






 by tht 
Associated





Denise  Vogel. 
A 
chairman and vice-
chairman to be chosen
 from 
among
 the board members 
are 
expected to be 
selected at the 
next Board of Governors
 
meeting.
 March 27. 
us 
with paper. but 
we
 had logo 






materials were moved alter 
off ice closed to the Career 
Placement
 Intormation Center 
in Q-10. Orders for the Yellow 
Pages "are taken 
,.are
 ol by the 
A.S. Business Mrs. 
Rohe said. 
Hodges does not believe 
students desire New Lite's 
reinstatement. He also added 
the 
taking  away 
of the (Mice 
was the final  blow. -
Mrs. Rohe Si at CU there
 is no 
longer a need Ict alternative 
lobs. 
" l'he interest has changed to 
actual job positions












































 RIDGE MALL 



























































March  16 














































Carlos  at Montgomery, San  
lose  
If roam Freeway 280
 tokr Bird A.< OfIrnmp)
 
BRING THIS AD 
IN  FOR 
THIS OFFER 
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Page 
































































































































































































technology,  with 
special 
education  to 
aid
 the 









office  is 
upstairs
 in 
Building  AA 122. 





























ming,  who retired 
as







that the service 
provides  job 
openings by contacting em-
ployers 


































 the liberal arts 
areas. 
History prof
 looks ahead 
"There are 14 classes taught 
each semester, each dealing 
with resume writing. 
interviewing, completing ap-
plication forms, com-
munication, job selection and 
development, and manpower 
trends." Mrs. McGinnis 
commented. 
In addition,  she 
stated that 
employers' hiring practices 
are discussed in the classes by 
a panel of personnel 
specialists from business, in-
dustry, and
 government. 
These classes are open to 
students
 enrolled in the Senior 
Seminar  sections of 
engineering, 
aeronautical  
operations and maintenance, 
industrial  




According to Mrs. McGin-
nis. the office features a 
personnel specialist who 
comes loSlSU to answer 
ques-




She also mentioned that a 
mock interview 
program  was 
established last year to in-
troduce students to two 
different
 types of interviews 
they could encounter. 
Grad 
student  !help 
Potential 


































































































































Q 10 is New Life 
Vocations,
 under Sebastian 
Hodges. 
This  section 
publishes
































 cunvenient  
gadgets. 
The 21st Century, an 
experimental course on cam-
pus, was implemented by 
his-
tory instructor






speaks  to his 








I he Needle 
s k-ve by 
Margaret  
Dirtbbla  in Spartan




hr in pro 











 and 730 
pm Ad. 
'110,1011 is 50 
tents 
Iona








 All you 












al 6 in the
 Student Ac-
iivii les
 oil ire. on 
Seventh  Street
 All are 
WP11.01110 
Advice am 
















student s have. in 
Ihr 
S Calaveras 
Room from B 
until 
pm All are 
welcome  
RAU 
Stews  ChM will 
meet  this evening
 
at ft in 
the 411 
Gal   Room.
 The 
aut.r  




A sham dame 





 in the Women's Gym











nos I.assin will speak in the 
All
 Loma 
Broetx  Ballroom 
et Item 
Youth  Theatre, 
"Cinderella-  will ha 
presented
 at 530 and 11.30 a m 
in
 thr 
I Iniyersity Theatre. 
Admission  is SI tor 
Ally1111 and 75 
cents  for children 
Cowart:
 Violinist 
Daniel  Medea 
will  
























































































































Black Weems  is the 
subject  of 
i Odes b seminar
 sponsored by the 
Woolens 
Studies
 Department. Marjorie 
Craig. 
acting  associate dean of student 
services. will speak 
at 12:30 p.m. in the 
S.I I. Ilmunhurn Room. 
leint Mall Why. 
House  will present 




 Brod. and 
Chuck Turchelta 




William  Buller 
will weak to 
students
 from




Friday flicks presents The Reivers."  
drama about life in the South starring 
Sieve  McQueen It will be shown in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 and 10 
pm Admission is 50 cents. 
Kw& The Associated Students en-
nounces the opening Of Peer Drop -In 
center,  
located in the S.11. Diablo Room 
and open from 10:30 cm. until 8:30 p.m. 
Any student wishing to discus. 
problems with 
 fellow SISU student 
If, in his estimation, the course 
is successful, the instructor 
will propose 
to make it 
permanent. 
The purpose 
of the course is 
to 
encourage students
 to think 
in terms of the 
future. "It oc-
cured to 
me that, by and 
large, 
all of us in 





 said. "We never
 try 
to take a look at 










 in ecology is 
rapidly 
decreasing in this 
country. 
He
 blames this on 
what he termed
 the "American 
optimistic  attitude." 
Pessimism is 
equally des-
tructive. Dr. Wintterly said, as 
an 
outl000k  at either extreme 
leads 
to
 apathy.  
The students seem to 
enjoy  
the class, but feel it's too early 
in the semester 
to
 predict its 
possible impact. he said. 
Dick Fukushima, a history 
major, expects to "get a better
 
understanding
 about what 
might happen in the future" as 
a result of The 21st Century. 
"No other class, outside the 
science field, is leading in that 
direction." he added. 
According 
to Dr. Wintterle, 
a change in priorities is needed 
if we wish to live past the year 
2000.  
"To begin 
with, we've got 
to 
break away from the 
engrossment with the gross 
national product," he said. 
We are looting the world to 






 protein to 
our cats and 
dogs  while people 
are starving. 
They
 aren't going 
to put







situation,  Dr. 
Wintterle
 said, "We 




















until  1990 or 
2000 
to come up 
with some 
viable  answers." 
he said. 
"After 





does  not ad-





















 chose not to use
 
all the money for 
the project." 










The threat of a 
nuclear was 
doesn't  worry 
Dr. Wintterle 
much. He 
pointed  out 
that
 




 become too 
dangerous
 to "play." 
Morals,  
however,  are a 
concern  of the 






















starvation  is 
accepted, you 
know we need to 
change our
 way of thinking." 
Registration
 set 
for school vote 
Community News Service 
About 30 San lose State 
University students are 
registering students to vote 
and have set up a table in the 
Student Union. 
Debbie Orosco, deputy 
registrar, said it is part of the 
effort






 who are run-
ning lor local school boards. 
School boards 'failing' 
"Many ol us feel the school 
boards are not doing their 
jobs." said Miss Orosco. "We 
want
 of
 udents and community 
members to lake an active role 




 are also spon-
soring 
a Latin Soul Dance 
March 21. at 
the joint Effort 
Colleehouse.  
According  to 
members,































Serna  explained 
students 
must
 register even 
II 
they voted 
in the last election.
 
She said
 students must live 
in 
an area 


















All good stations. In fact, we've taken 
the best 
records
 from all of these sta-
tions, added a few of our own, and 
come up with a brand 
new  sound. We 




















































of sell is a new
 










































views  are 



















God  as a 
universal  
organizing
 force, she 
stated.  
his 
doubt  about 
a 
supreme
 master mind 
keeping 
us on 























 new kind of 
security  was 
needed








daily problems. The 
computer 














 The older 
voice
 was called 







has  been an 





a stable world 
view. 
In
 contrast, the feminine
 





concerned  with 
inner  states ul 















compassion.  Biology 
has nothing to do with it. DM 
Lawrence might be called the 
forerunner of this new tone, 
Ms. Crane said. 
In addition
 to the new tone, 
the modern 




 said Ms. 
Schneidermeyer. 
"It was thought
 with art you 
could shape up 
society,  she 
said. 
adding.




be thought of 
as a mirror id 
the  established order." 
Today's 















 thinks of 
himself. 
herself as society's 
spokesman  
pointing  out its deep 
beliefs 
and behavior,"




 new novel, the 




primarily  a 
personal 
conversation that one
 life can 
be and 






 on the readers,
 Ms. 
Schneidermeyer
 said. "II 
you  
start  reading 
with the 
old  
expectations,  you 
might  be in 












































Wed 14 Gropus Cackus 
'rho 15 Graham Central Station 
Fri lb California 























A travel -study program 
is 
tittered 
through  the San lose 





















 three and 
x 
units  of credit 
are

























 Workshop in Comparative 
Education:  
Mexico
 and South 
America. 














 Services in 
Britain.
























and South Pacific.  
Ur.  John 
Morten. director. 




 East Africa, 
Dr.  
Kenneth Hutton. director. 
 
Mathematics  in 
English 

















BBC color film of 
Jung's 
childhood, his 
work  as a psychiatrist. 
and
 his later 
years.
 








C.S.U.S.J.  student 
union  
sponsored
 by A.S 
PRE -LAW STUDENTS
 
Register now for March
 or July 1.SA I resiew
 course to man-
imize




exclusively  in 
exam
-taking 
techniques  used 
successfully by 
California  pre -law 
students. 
Taught 
in Berkeley by 
practicing lawyers.
 
COST:  $75 
Course  for April 14 I.SAT 
starts March 28. Course for July
 
28 
LSAT  starts July 11. 
For 
complete  information call todas (4151154-7045
 iw write 









 OUT THE ENTIRE 
Ft0Olt
 SAMPLE STOCK 
FROM WWI 
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Astrology, view entire solar system
 
"Looking  at the solar 
system  as a whole,  
which  astrology does, 
it becomes evident
 that the larger 







I Ching expert 
By MIKE MITCHELL 
"Looking at the solar system 
as a whole, which is what as-
trology does, it becomes 
evident that the larger has 
similarity with the smaller." 




by Gary Lyle. as-
trology instructor for the 
South Bay People's 
University.
 





director and official 
as-
trologer. was a 
Chicago food 
production manager 
until  1984 
when 
he decided there "had to 
be something else." 

















Lyle.  it first 
interested  him in 
1966 when
 he was 





 the time, I was















looking  among 
cook-
books





 his eye. Upon
 reading 
it,  he said 














 and read more 
books  
on the subject. 































together for me." 
"Astrology  is an 
interpretation," 
he explained. 
































basis for chart 
interpretation.
 
The first house 
"is the self-
centered phase...Birt




 the twelfth 
house, which




If a person has a great many 
planets in that final 
house,  "if 
he has qualities 
of mysticism. 
selflessness...no










CHARLOTTE  BRADFORD 
Mr. Bumbleberry in his 
burple and binkle clothes 
drives a burple and 
binkle
 car. 
Better known  as A. Berkely 
Compton. Mr.
 Bumbleberry, 
who dresses in pink and 
purple,  
and who started his 
chain of Bumbleberry
 res-
taurants four years ago, had a 
rags -to -riches






actor  and 
director  of 
































"Acupuncture and Aspects oi I 
Ching" for the general public 
at 1:30 p.m. in 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium.  
The event is sponsored by 
the A.S. Program Board. 








Student Overseas Services 
(SOS) is offering 
to students a 
chance to visit and work in a 
European  country this 
summer. 
The Luxembourg -based 
organization helps students 
find resort, hotel, 
restaurant,
 
farm and factory related jobs 
while living in Europe. SOS 
says student traveling 
expenses are 
usually paid up 
in a few weeks of 
work. 
Some of the countries
 in-
volved in the program are 
France, Switzerland, 
Germany, and Austria. 
Inquiries
 should be made to 
Placement 
Office, SOS, Box 
5173, Santa 
Barbara, Calif. 
93108. A $1 fee is required 
for 
mail
 and handling. In return, 
application forms,
 and des-










































































and  if 
it


















































































































in the S.U. 
and Administration 
Building  





comes  out every Thursday. 
Ms. Bradley 









activities, or announcement of 
classes to be 
printed in this 
bulletin must be 
submitted to 
the Center by 
Wednesday." 
numerous 
television  series 
and 
movies including "The 
Manchurian 
Candidate."  He 
currently stars as 
the in-
famous 
Wo Fat on the 
television show 
"Hawaii Five-
Dhiegh, a specialist on the 
Book of Tao, is a 
member  of the 
American College
 of Clinic 
Administrators,
 the American 
Association 
for the Ad-
vancement of Science, the 
American Academy
 of Arts 




taught at several 
colleges and 
universities 






By testing 300 college 
students. researchers
 at the 
University of California at 
Santa Barbara have 
suggested 
cigarette






report published in the 




team noted smokers possess 
a 




suggests  smokers are 
better 
able to 
tolerate  the 
physiological 
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SUNDAY  10 TO 
""e"'  " 
parents and children at the 
Bucknall
 School PTA lut 
Tuesday.  
Compton. a high school 
drop -out,  and the father of 12 
children, borrowed 85000 
from a Iriend to start
 a toy 
company after he received a 
patent on a hoo-ey stick toy. 
He started the Funtastic Toy 
Company and gained 
popularity when  he invented 
the children's play experience 
"Silly Sand." 
Four years after he started 
his company with the $5000 
loan, he sold it for $9.7 million. 
Compton explained that 
while traveling to California 
from New York, the road signs 
near St. Louis 
inviting 
motorists  to "stop 
at 
grandma's kitchen for home 
made pie" were so 
tempting  he 
stopped with his family. 
He said that when he asked 
the waitress what the
 pie 
specialty was, she excitedly 




instead coined the word"bum-
bleberry." 
According to Compton, it 
was a bad year for the berry 
crops, and in order to have 
enough 
for baking pies, the 
three 
berries  were mixed 
together.  That was 
the begin-
ning of the
 bumbleberry pie. 
Compton 
admitted  his mind 
was racing pretty last as he 




Before he left the 
restaurant  
that day, he bought out 
grandma's kitchen including 
the bumbleberry name. 
Compton said he 
brought  
the bumbleberry
 idea to the 
Santa 
Clara  Valley and is well 
on his way to 
surpassing  his 
first $9 million. 
Income

















nowadays. not tut, train are 
into that 
sort
 of thing," Lyte 
commented. 
"Basically." he said. 
'its a 
bummer of a house." 
No reason 
for fear 
However,  he said. there 
is no 
reason
 for a person who has a 
"difficult chart," to live
 in fear. 
There  are still too 
many
 
unknown factors which can 
enter, he said. 
"It Abe Lincoln's mother 
could have sat
 down," he 
noted, "and read his chart 




"A difficult chart can 
be a 
trememdous character 
builder. Here was one man 
who has probably had more 















as it will come 
to
 us all, to han-
dle  a hard 
situationthey  
couldn't." 




 he doesn't re-
quire belief in 
astrology from 
his students. 
"I don't think there 
is any 
limit to its uses," he said. 
Lyte says 
bets attempting to 
teach basics. so that
 students 
can 
apply  them in any manner 
they
 choose. If nothing else, he 
views 
the subject and class as 
reference sources. 
"If we were adultswe 
would  look into an over 2.500 
year
 old body of knowledge." 
to 
























































POSITIONS  OPEN 
 
a 









 AVE.  
















who  know where 
they're
 going 





Manufacturer  of 
fiberous  
glasses in a 
multitude of 
forms  
for tens of thousands 
of end -use 
applications.
 We operate a 
nationwide
 supply and con-

















insulation,  glass 
fiber
 textile yarns, 
air filters, 
storage tanks,
 duct systems, 
ceilings,  tub 










positive  goals 
who can 
assess 








strengths  and 
weaknesses)
 - who 
can 










 work from 
the 
start  - and 
who  has the 
mature 






as soon as he 
or she is capable.
 
IF 
YOU  SEE YOURSELF as 
this caliber of 
individual  and you 
will  Graduate in 
June
 with a BS 
degree 
in Accounting, 
you  may 
be the person 
we're looking for. 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE 








Join our Graduate Development Program and train throughout our General 
Accounting  Department.
 Initial assignments will 
be
 in Accounts Payable 
and 
Payroll  where there is 
heavy  interface with 
data 
processing.  Other 
train-
ing will include production recording, physical inventoryauditing and com-
pilation of special 
reports  and schedules. When you have the necessary 
background in our 
General
 Accounting Systems, you will move up to Cost 
Control work and analyze 
manufacturing  variances, standard costs of 
various product lines 
and assist in the preparation of department budgets. 
Other responsibilities may involve 




are located in Santa Clara 
on the San Francisco Peninsula 
We
 are an equal 




























































































































































































































































































 produced by the orches-
tra and choir.
 In fact at limes
 
they  were 




power and some 
control  as he 
tried to 
reach  the lower 
ranges.  
At the 




conducts  concert 





already scurrying for the 
ilours. 
The San 











Larocca and Mike 










to ballet. tap 
to






pert ormances on 
March  15 and 
16. 
Directed 
by Carol Haws of 
the San 
lose




of ten are 
performing a benetit for the 
department 




portable  dance 
fluor 
will





 ticket donations. 
the B p.m. 
performance 
features 












 an electric 
modern number.











Arts in the 
20th  century 
humanities  class.
 It has 
expanded  its 




























jazz ranging from the big-
head to the small -bend sound 
will be presented at San lose 
State University
 on Tuesday. 
March 
20. in Morris Dailey 
auditorium. 
The 0 p.m. show will feature 
blues/soul band Marvin 
Holmes and the Funk t.o. the 
West Valley community 
Evening jazz Ensemble 
and  
SISU's jazz Ensemble. 
Tickets will cost $1.50 for 
the general public and $1 for 
students. 
The university group is 
























































































































that it performs all 
aspects of 
the 20th cent 
ury. Each student 
uses 
his  specialization 
to teach 
the others. "At 
least  we can 
lake it." 
joked  dancer Mark 
Ammerman. 
The 16 -work
 show corn -
rifles
 
the  efforts of the com-
pany's three 
years.  Almost all 
of these 
dances  were 
choreographed
 by either 
Director Haws or her students. 
especially 'ante 
Allen, 
Michael Aiken, and Lonne 
Mardian. Each member is 
expected to 
be not only a 
dancer, hut also a 
choreographer  and critic. 
The students seem excited
 
about their craft. Aiken sees it 
as "the highest art form, 
com-
bining 
the intellectual and 
physical." Another dancer. 
Allred Gonzales, said dance 
requires





 Creative Dance 
Associates also 
include  Teresa 
But he. Lynn Brilhante, Nancy 
Calahan. 




prentices, Craig Kagel, Bob 












john tli,i butt s play. 
'Fortune and Men's Eyes. -
continues Friday evening at 
13:30  at the Old Town Theatre. 
Adults will be admitted I or $3. 






homusex nail' y and what 
human beings need from 
one 
another in order to 
survive,
 
1 he play lakes place in a 
t .anadian prison. The director 
is lohn Gunn. 
Other performances are 




 is located 
II 50 Universit




 one under 
17
 will he 
admitted  
without  a 

































 child's story 
will 
be performed by 
the  
Youth Theater at 
San lose 
State 
University  in the 
main
 
Theater.  Tickets 
cost .75 for 
children and $1. 
for adults. 
Showings are 
at 9:30 a.m., 









a.m. and  2 p.m.
 Saturday. 
Directed
 by Assistant 
Professor of drama Gayle 
Cornelison,
 the play follows 
the
 traditional story line
 about 
the oppressed 
yet  gentle 
Cinderella (Nancy Merrell), 
the
 wicked stepmother (Katie 
Coleman) and the ugly step-




mother Outfit h Carr)
 makes an 
appropo entry and grants 
Cinderella 
her wish logo to the 
Royal Ball. There. the prince 
(Brian Lewis) sees her, 
falls III 
love, and 
eventually  traces het 
until they wed and naturalk 
live happily ever after, 
tither characters include the 
Queen 
(Mickey Benson), 
Felicia (Sally Crockett), 
Roland (Michael
 Pappas). 
(;alefron (Robert Toll). and 
Curdkin (Lloyd Waiwaiole).
 

























































commercials.  john 
Rose































spring  as best 
director  in the 













excitement  for 
his 
field.  
His life has 
been a drama 
in
 










actors  would 
get  off the 
subway
 at certain 
stops and 
performusing















 And most 
impressive,







acting in the 
1930's  when 
the
 method had 
just been in-
troduced
 by the 
exclusive 
Moscow  Art Theater. 
Alt hough his 
strength  seems 
to 
be
 in social plays, he 
has 
just  finished 










Rose  said. "It's 
funny,
 warm. 
rich in poetry. I 
read it and 
liked it." But








 "We also threw
 
in some 





















































 He feels a 
comraderie with his actors 
that he finds






 philosophy is 
what makes the 
company so 
unusual. He 
lets the actor& as 
much work 
as the director in 
developing  characters.
 "I don't 
want to 
deprive  actors of their 
creativity,- 
Rose  said. 
"Instead,





believes  a 
director 
should  be 
himself.
 "In doing 
this with my 
actors instead of 
being  a pompous 
ass, we can 
talk about
 things 






 will appear 
an 
concert
 at the San 
josecivic
 
Auditorium, Thursday night, 
March



























































 said his 







not  to foist 
my
 
egocentricities  on 
the actors.' 
With this 
philosophy.  john 
Rose, 
stage  name john 
Riordan, has lived his 
very 
theatrical life. 
He's  been on 
television,
 film, professional 
stock, community 
theater,  and 
religious drama, as well as on 
stage in 




ago,  he was called 
to direct a show for
 Actor's 
Repertory
 'Theater. After 
I 
visiting





 the group, he 
decided to 
accept. 




the  Council of 
Churches,





and  uplifting 
theater to the































 "Child's Play" and 
in 
the  Garden. -
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ROY  BEAN" 
"DOBERMAN GANG" 
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Wednesday, March 14, 1:30 P.M.
 
Student Union 
Calaveras  Room 
(Sponsored  by 














student  rates 
Rentals .Sales .Service 
71 E. San Fernando 
One block from campus 
8:30-5:30


































NEW  WORLD 





















Maas.  anchoring the Spartan mile relay team, 




beat  the 
Cardinals
 
87-59  in Stanford Stadium
 
for their first dual meet victory 
in two years. 
Wayne Hurst passes a fallen Stanford runner during 
the steeplechase to finish second with a 9:27 clocking. 
Spartan teammate Steve Peth, however, lost valuable 
time in the water hole trying














When things are going 
right.  
nothing can
 hurt you,' the 
adage goes. 
And that is exactly
 what 
coach Gene 
Menges  and his 
varisty baseball 
team  must be 













FROM BASEBALL, Spat-101*hr. v 
Alioneda N.A.S. In Alaineria at 230 pm 
TENNIS, The Netters 
face San Francisco 
Stale on the Spartan Courts at 230 p 
TOMORROW 
VARSITY BASEBALL, Diamondmen 
LIC Berkeley at lho 




SISI I s. 
University
 of 


















Knee,  but the 
Warriors  in 















night's cage play. 
In
 a battle of 














 by Ron 
Coleman's 
16 
scores.  the 






 41-31,  
and 




 by all, overcame the 
Kondoms 44-37. 




































 Bob Di 
Grazin
 
leading the way, outnumbered 







buried  Dirt deeper 
in last 











ills einlit wins in 10 
outings
 and extended their 






defeated  the 
Hornets. 
5-2,
 in the opener 
and, 
with  senior Roger 
Whitley winning his first 
game ever 
as a Spartan, 
trounced the same squad. 
7-0. 
Whitley is a superb example 
of the adage. The 
Foothill  IC 
transfer, had the worst ERA 
on last year's 
team
 (5.97) while 
posting a 0-1 
mark. 










retiring  the 
last




 only in the 
lourth inning 
when the 
Hornets  loaded the bases on 
two hits 
'their  only 
two)








SSU batters. It was
 thr. 
Hornets last gasp of the day. 
Meanwhile. 
Jim Johnston. 
the Spartans new thirdsacker, 
saw his opportunity in the 
third inning of the game.
 
With 
two outs, Johnston 
popped a 


















 it. It 
would
 have been the










After  fouling 
live straight 




 leet to lett 
field. The fence is 340 feet 
away. It was lohnston's first 




Oscar Hopper singled to 
right;
 

















 filth, SSU pitcher
 Bill 
Boyle  walked 








score  two runs. 









The first game was 
quite 











walked  the first two batters
 to 
lace him and Hornet
 
lirstbaseman
 Larry Willett 
singled to 
score  both runners. 
Hopper 
countered  the 
Hornet
 assault with a two run 
single
 of his own 














 the best 
clutch  hitter 
on 
the  team, 
singled
 to score 
Carroll for the





more in the sixth
















Sacramento Slate 200-000-0 
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Montena Terry lets go with a 
leap in the long jump but 
failed
 to make one of the top three 
positions. TINS -foot -2, 
junior  also is a threat in the triple 
jump and is expected to 
go over the 










baseball team lost its 
second
 
league game Monday 
afternoon to the Dons of San 
Francisco University, by the 
score of 12-4, dropping their 
record to 2-2. 
Saturday, the 
Spartababes 
split a doubleheader 
with  UC 
Berkeley, 
winning the first 
and losing the nightcap. The 
hitting power was supplied by 
outfielder Rod Cardin, who 
collected six RBI's in the two 
games. 
SISU lost the first game, 5-3, 
with Cardin driving in all 
three runs with a homer. The 
Spartababes took the second 
game.  3-2. with Cardin 
bringing in two more with a 
double. 
Coach Ion Hennig conceded 
that
 there were no excuses for 
losing. "We're just not playing 
well. Our mistakes are hurting 
us.  
"We're too defensive at the 
plate. We're waiting for two 
strikes, then we're in the hole. 
Up until Saturday, we were 
going in there hitting," said 











the  right 
place.
 We 
carry a complete line 
of 




tools for the pro-
fessional
 and amateur 
alike. We'd like to give 
you a 
complete  shop-
ping list but it would 
take more than this 
whole 








drop in to the one -stop 
art 
materials
 shop this 
week


























The weather has played a 
role in the Spartababes' 
performance. According to 
Hennig, it has affected the hit-
ting the most. "It's been cold 
and  windy which makes it 
hard to hit. Unless
 you hit the 
ball right, it stings the hands." 
The Spartans 
travel to 
Alameda today for face the 








 ludo Club of 
Alameda was thrown for
 a 
loss. 
both  literally and 
figuratively,
 by the Spartan 
judo team 
last  Saturday. as 
sISLI captured the team title in 
the Senior Pacific 
Amateur
 
Athletic  Union Cham-










Spartan  judokas garnered 
two firsts' and two 
seconds' in 
capturing the crown. The 
Island Judo Club finished 
second and San Francisco 















176 pounds. John 
Baggott  was 
second 
in
 the 154 pound 
division and George Kiyohara
 
finished second 
in the 139 
pound 
bracket. 
"I feel that San Francisco 
State is going to be lough in 
the NCAA's." said judo 
coach 
osh 11.:1,1,i.
 "as well 
as
 some 
iii the teams from back East.. 
In a story appearing in 
Sun-
day's San Francisco Chronicle.
 
the Gators were favored
 to 
win the NCAA championship 
this 
year. 
(he Chronicle laded to men -
lion that
 since its' inception by 
the NCAA eleven years 
ago. 
the ludo crown
 has always 
been 
won  by the Spartans. 
SFStl 
won the team title at 
the Far Western Cham-
pionships held in Santa 





Mike McGuire took first 
place in that 
tournament  at 
176 pounds 
for
 the t ;Mors and 





within the first minute of their 













going  into the 
AALl's 
and
 we'll be 









PHOTO  FINISHING COUPON 
GOOD FOR 50c ON THE 
PROCESSING OF ONE
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DEP: JULY 16 
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RET: AUG. 8 
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SOUTH  9TH 
STREET,






























 bizarre people here?" 






















































































are  the other comes-
tibles.
 
























Why  do 
people 




























it is a 




















 at no 












wants  to 
play.












































































































































ion.  no 
big  
name








































































































































































Violinist Daniel Heifetz will 
perform Thursday,
 March 15 
at 8 p.m. in Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium.

























tonight  at 
the  
Hint Center,






















Heifetz to appear 
Thursday. 









which  he has played 
all over the world. Heifetz 
will
 
be accompanied by pianist
 
Anne Epperson. 
The 22 -year -old 
violinist  
has 
studied at the Curtis 
Institute
 of Music with great 
violinists  from another 
generation. Efram
 Zimbalist 
and Ivan Galamian. 
Heifetz  is 
also the 
first  prize winner of 
the 1964 Merriweather Post 
Competition  in Washington 
D.C. 
Tickets for 
the  pert ormanCe 
are available
 in the A.S. 
Business
 Office or at the 
door. 
The
 event is sponsored by 
the  







































Entertainment  Editor 
II simplicity
 is a 
Mark  
of 




























































































 us, and 
power























































































































narrat or. he 
chose  to remain 
entirely out of 




speech.  Nearly 
every  
paragraph
 in the 
book 





 but O'Hara's 
con-
tinued use











emotion,  no in-
volvement. It was
 like reading 
the 
writings of a 
computer. 
True. he wrote




manner but he was 
unable to 
miect any enthusiasm or spon-
taneity 
into has story. A robot 
would 









































































 that they 
had  the 
wrong 
Country




















but  his 
new  group 
Country  Joe 
and his 
All
-Star  Band. 
The group
























 Joe has 
a touch for 
words  
similar
 to Bob 
Dylan. 









IRAMSPLANTATION  MAIII MS 1 
DIAMOIS01  List 














elate  MARKS 011011 
('US 
AMERICAN DERMATOLOGY
 CLINICS' HEALTH 
SERVICE 





 L A County 531 1410
 Orange  
County
 540 6805 
114  



































 out by 
his  piano 
player.
 He is 
as good 
with  the 
band as 
he
 was soloing. 
The times 




 as he ran
 through 








 as good if not















the  crowd 
but the 
response 
was  loud 




































 their own as 




Joe and associates 
have 












8:00 C.U. Ballroom 
Dance
 









































Vita C Vita 
E Caicourn etc 
Horne Cleaners 
(Basic  H L etc 
Beauty Aids !Fraternized 

















 Are ittrnple 
Every distributor has different
 gOaiS 
Oil 
erent approaches The 
fact that 
our  
natural products really 
















'0 do a little researcn
 
before we let 
yOu 
sponsor  m 
JOHN
 & MARY 
466 
SO
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&street
 School
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 TIME ONLY 














































































Music  Santa 
Cruz  









MUSIC Fri -Sat nit** 




 30, 31 & 
April  5.6 
a?
 










FRIDAY FUCKS "THE RIIVERS" 
STARRING STEVE 
MC
 QUEEN, MAR. 
itt 7 a 10 PM 















































































Aud  30 pm FREE 
THE SRILLIANT 
DANIEL  HEIFETZ 
Presents  a 
yrni,n  concert TnursdaY
 Mar 
14 MO
















 on sale 
now in me 
ASBO April





 only -2 400 seats $250 
siodents




62 VW 11611-UILT enCene NEW- tires Best 
niter 293-1867










DINNER  WITH PURCHASE 
OF
 
2nd DINNER AT ELLAS 
REST.  


















CALL Honda 250 Excellent $200 
928.0413 
124 FIAT 













Make  offer 
HONDA  
306.  Bored




























































 2 -door 
hardtop
 




















350  hp many 
extras..











Paint  ob.  beige 
yinyi

































































































11111 VW BUG. beige color sunroof, radial 
tires  clean






























 Are, Records too We 
have the 
books  you went 
& need & beet 
prices 
in town  
has.
 we buy 1 notebooks 
& records 
RECYCLE
 235 So 
tat
 St MP 
6275 
"Alt
 I. TIME ...  .arss & recreation
 
.0e0  e.eal water safety,  and 
ntenance Applications must be 
,..cuived by 3 16 (3 Apply at Recreation
 
office
 201 South Rengstorff 
mountain  
View CA 94040 Phone 14151 969-3890 







INCENSE  25-290.  
PIPES  51.00 
& UP. 
RADIOS S385 & UP, 
I.EATHER  
GOODS.
 BINOCULARS 522 00 
& 
UP 







 51195. GAS 
GLO 
BULB SOBS INDIA 
PRINTS. FISH 
NETTING  St SS & UP T-SHIRTS  $200 
EACH BROOKS 80 E 
San 
Fernando.  1 
oik from SJSU 
Pnone 292-0409. 






Open We thru Sun 8-4











SAVE THIS AD: Bel ore you purchase 
costly stereo equip retail check 
Wu, for 









 in the 
taffy  Area on such nemesis 
Sansui





 weekly specials tool 292-
5593 or 252-2028. 
KCK LOUDSPEAKERS presents the 




caters  no 
comparison  at 5135 








i I price), arid magazines
 Neat Old 
00010110re, largest in Santa Clara 
Valley  
since 1928 Woodruff & Tnush Twice 
Read Books,  SI E San Fernando been 
2nd 143rd. 
1030-5
 30 10% off with this ed. 
PO SSSSSS 
TYPEWRITER:  Case in -
Ciudad Fair -good 
condition.  only $15.00 
Nancy -265-5086 rafter 
7 30 p 




CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT 
7th & SAN 



















ONLY $250 AT 
7th 





FURNITURE, some in 
original peekaboo 





 under $400 











case) and nisch stage Paid 3303. 
yours 5150 255-7719 
free 
TURQUOISE





5 worlds finest Also see our 
*gales and 
Other stone 'terns. JeVallare.
 
anosts geologists,
 'snap' COMO to Cozy 
Corners 
Antiques.
 3rd  San SeNador: 




eufl QUICK SAUL Kenmore Washer & 
Dryer gas 
pert
 working Order Other 
items
 




new in box 













available Day 286-41308 *wining' 350 
5661 
TUC.
















sale  by 














 1 year old. 
cost
 $150 good 
cond..  
Price  550 call 267-0538 
HART SKIS. 
205 cm Marker 
Toe. 
Salomon
 heel -unmounted 





N aids, orderlies, full and part time. 
American Registry of Nurses 
293-0112.  
FIGURE MODEUNG 
position.  Light but 
serious work tor persons of
 good
 
character. Must be physically 
perfect.  $5 
to 
575/hr  Periodic
 Box 1365,  Mt. View.  
TWO FREE HOT DOGS 
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZEL! 
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN
 DINNER 
WITH PURCHASE OF 
THE SAME 
FROM 
KENTUCKY  FRIED CHICKEN. 
IT'S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK! 
ONLY $250 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
Sales 
$2.55 PER HR.  COMM. 
245-4920  
Green
 Thumb Lawn Service 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT tor ex-
perienced camp cook. Geology summer 
cap. 25 students, horn 6/4 to 7-13-73 neer 
Yreka. 
California.  Salary plus beard and 
transportation 277-2388 days. 227-7293 
monis
 
MALE -PT, time cook, some exp, min. 
wage.









EARN EXTRA MONEY by helping others 
within your
 community Any 
student mai-
ming in 
any  aspect of the fold 
of health. 
please apply at 2063 
Forest
 Ave. 
APT. MGR. for new units by SJSU Ten-
nis 
courts Tax-free 
pay  $56 Salary/me 
Must occupy 2 br 2 bath and 
May  hare 
child 
Faculty or grad 288-1916 
FRIDAY FLICKS "1145 RIEVERS" 
STARRING STEVE MC QUEEN, MAR 


















Center of actenty 237









apyp.  for 
rent








mgr in *8 or mast miff in *4 
LARGE
 2 DORM,




 See at 













CAMPUS -CHECK IT OUT 
AT
 














































grind  piano, color T V. 
recreation
 
room,  kit 


















campus  Kit 
prod
 util pa 
Men  at 99 S 
91h.  
women
 278 S 
tOth  St 
Many  extras 
that 
must be 












1 bedroom apts. 
turn





Quiet  atmosphere near 
the 
campus.
 385 S. 4th 
St Call Ben 
250.  
5$83
 or John 
358-5708.
 
THE MONEY BOOK 
WILL SE 
AT 7th & SAN 
CARLOS
 DAILY FROM 
930 
UNTIL  1210. 
SUPER-LARGE 1 bdrm apts..
 furnished, 
carpeting $135. summer haft $vio 439 
S 4th St Call 998-8819 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM
 APT. New couch,  
new paint Water & gar.  pd. $1515/mo 
Summer rates See Pete at 7513.211081. 
64 or call 293-7796
 
MALE OR FEMALE





 walking diet 
of 
campus  $85imo Pets OK. Own 
room
 




PYT. nn &board 
I n exchange for baby sit-
ting eves & wkrids. 10min from SJSU.
 21 
yrs or older 225-3596 or 251-3069. 
EL DORADO APTS. 
Large 2 brim, . new shag, 
fresh paint, un-
fUrniPled. $150 Five minutes Iran
 cam-
pus, quest neighborhood. 293-3635 
FANTASTIC
 2 teirm 
Cure Apt. prkng , 






 STUDIO APT,. $115 & $120. 15 
min horn SJS 5226 
Snow Dr S.J. 22E-
8112 
ONE 
BEDROOM APT. $120 342 S 
11111 
St or cal1996-1621 
between  12-1 pm or 5-
7 pm or 371-1975. 
FOR
 eserr-sease 







kitchens.  2 service 






EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST 
Master's-
 Reports - Dissertations 
Mananne Tamberg - 1924
 Harris 
Telephone  371-0395
 San JOIN 
TYPING, EDITING,  
FAST,  ACCURATE, 
IBM 
SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH 
TEACHER. 
CALL  244-6444 AFTERS 30 
MARY EIRYNER 
RENT
 A TV OR STEREO, no contract 









 Can edit -
Masters
 etc Near SJCC. 
Mrs.  Manion 
298-4104
 
2 FREE NIKE Of 2143 ZAGS 
AT 






AT LA TEXANITAi 














FRAMING:   waned. creative. elegant. 
Call 
Ms
 R Fm wick 326-4623 
TYPING -IBM Selectric-Thesle,
 
reports,  general typing letters etc 




HAIR  REMOVAL 
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST 
AT 235 
E. Saida Clara St. 294-44119. 
WRITING AND RESEARCH assrstance. 
Typing, edibng (grad 
& under). Also 
Everything for Everybody 
379-8018 
TYPING IBM SELECTRIC. Also own 
transcriber 
Willow  Glen area 203-5852 
TYPING in my North side home, 
reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed 
263-2739  




 Multi -cultural 




MONEY  BOOK 
IS 
ONLY  $250 




















SEAFAX.  Dept E-18,  
P.0 Box 






man  Live 
tree


















 THE MONEY BOOK! 
ONLY $2.50 AT 7th






















Happy  lelnhdry Delay 











































































 IN MYTHOLOGY 
SPEAK TO ME PLEASE,  
IV IN LOVE WITH 
YOUR MUSTACHED,
 
DONATE ON A 





 up to 
540/monthly
 Bring
 student ID or this 
ad 
and receive 




 CENTER 35 
S 
Almaden Ave San 
Joie,  CA 204-8535 
MONDAY THRU 











 7 10 PM 
MORRIS  DAILEY 
AID,
 
























 who care. 
TRANSPORTATION 
EASTER  & SPRING CHARTER FLIGHTS 
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak Round 
trip-$176 Also Minneapolis 
Limited  
seats; S55. each way. For 
night  into, con-
tact Richard 274-4813 (after 
5 p.m.) 
EUROPE   ISRAEL - AFRICA 
Student 
flights
 Student camping tours 
throughout
 Carport Russia and Mexico. 
Metal 






East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA 
11567 San Vicente Blvd LA Calif 
111049 TEL.
 12131 826-5609, 826-0955 
CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domes-
tic/ international programs 
Contact  
John. Student Services West. Inc 
.235 E 
Santa Clara. 0710 287-8301 
10114 ANNUAL JET 
FUGTS   
EUROPE: FROM $239 
ROUND-TRIP
 










9 days, 8 
nights  inci round trip airfare. 
hotel
 all transfers plus extras 
Mazatlan 'S199 









 "It Pays To Be 





you  make your GETAWAY Fly 






24 months to pay with a FREE 
GETAWAY
 CREDIT CARD Call 225-
7262 for information after 503 2964603 
I or reservations or your local travel agent. 








San Francisco on 2/22. 1 way $99. 
rOund trip $190 incl 
Tax.
 for Flight Info 
contact Richard 274-4813 
RUISSIASCANOINAVIA.





 group camping travel. Ages 
18-30. Also 
Europe,
 Africa. India: 3-11 
wks. Writs 
Whole  
Earth Travel. Ltd 
, Box 









Bldg Mar 7. call 265-1173 
CHARTER  PLIGHTS TO EUROPE 
LOST 
JEWELRY  TOOLS In 











Barbara Nevins. 266-1196 
















 Your Ad Here: 
(Count 




Pr int Non e 
Address   
 Plume
 
City   







 N DAILY 
CLASSIFIED.
 SAN JOSE STATE
 
COLLEGE. 
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272 
3173
 
